Leap Audio can offer certain equipment as a ‘dry hire’. This is a hire where we do not have a Leap
Audio engineer present for the duration of the event. As such, there are additional precautions we
take to ensure that the equipment and the hirer are protected and properly insured.

As soon as you have discussed with us and confirmed your booking with dates and timings for the
collection/return of the equipment, there are a few things required to bring along with you in order to
proceed with the hire:
• Photographic proof of ID (in-date valid passport or photo driving license)
• Proof of address (utility bill from within the past 3 months)
• Damage deposit in cash or BACS (this amount is dependent on equipment hired - this will be
confirmed in writing at the point of booking)
We will also need to take a digital photograph of you at the time of collection and keep this on record
for the duration of the hire, Leap Audio will not keep this photo longer than 6 months after equipment
has been returned and everything checked working..

Once your event is over and the equipment is returned to us, we will test each piece of equipment to
ensure it powers up, works correctly and no damage has occured.

Should any faults or damage be found, we will hold onto your damage deposit until such time as
repairs are carried out on the affected equipment.
The cost of repair will be deducted directly from your deposit, where sufficient to do so. Any remaining
money will be returned to you by bank transfer at this point.

We also reserve the right to invoice for additional costs should the damage be significant and surpass
the deposit taken.
Should you have any questions regarding this process, please feel free to contact us using the details
below.
All hires are subject to our terms and conditions, copy of which is available on request. Responsibility
for risk and safety of goods shall be that of the customer from the time possession is affected. All hire
equipment remains property of Leap Audio Ltd.
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